Bison Scavenger Hunt Photo Contest Winners:
Harley Submitted by: Della Beattie
Ray and Ricki Houde, taken in Virden in 1976 (A picture I took of a photo from my
parents’ album). Ray and Dad (Tiny Robins) were great friends, but maintained an
ongoing rivalry between the Harley and Dad’s Vincent Black Shadow (or really, anything
British)!

Ninja

Submitted by: Ken Charleton+

My Grandsons Dave and Jay dressed as Ninjas riding my 1974 RD350 Yamaha

Beemer

Submitted by: Olivier Joedicke

All Beemer owners know that our favourite “Airhead” got another nickname: "Gummikuh”.
“Gummikuh” in German, means “Rubber Cow”.
This name came after a test drive from a motorcycle journalist, Ernst Leverkus. Because of the
cardan drive, the back of his BMW moved up when accelerating, down when releasing the
throttle, and he made the comparison with a cow.

Bonny Submitted by: Ross Metcalfe
I took my Bonnie lass to Bonniecastle Park.

Corona Submitted by: Don Charleton
This is a picture of me with my friend Cory’s puppy dog. Cory got this dog just when the Corona
virus social distancing & lockdown occurred this past spring.
He named his dog Covid.

Freedom

Submitted by: Kate Charleton

To me, the human rights museum is a great example of freedom and the paths
that were taken to achieve it. In the museum you see stories of so many brave
individuals that fought against the status quo in an attempt to change the
world while sacrificing themselves for others.

Runners Up:

Freedom

Submitted By: Iain Whiston

They may take our lives but they will never take our freedom

Ninja

Submitted By: Ross Metcalfe

Ross and Mike, defending the 43 Harley from a NINJA Turtle attack.
Thanks to Mike Belliveau for judging.

T-Shirt Image for 2021 Bison Rally:
Suggested By: Dan Catte
T-Shirt photo will probably be next year’s rally. It is Keith Blais on Bill & Joe
Sawtus’s old Harley

Thanks to all that participated and were able to get out and enjoy a ride.
…Ken Charleton

